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HOUSING
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Nl· 26V)007
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10 27
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.:!62 1"~'~1 V<lllt·)' ltctu,lh-11~ ll.'c.
10-27
J)iil"'ll~~.._i)~~Ty-{)(K twnt t:umrm; furni~hccJ 2
ht"tlrnnm \\Jih lm•rlir~·L·. $Z'iO.nn rmmth pht~ utihuc~.
'S!m.tXI f) I> 21Jl ~(1{12.
J(), 27
rJ!~j\.-,\ ff[';;·f'TN(·t·n I IIH)\UJOM u~'ilr llN\1,
Mmh•m iiPPIIItnl:C'>, r.:~·ntr<ll hcuL, $70. UJ2·17~-I.
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St:::ltc HmptHll, I. tl\ Vc,gil\, New Mcxi~u 87701 or~nll:
1-·l:!'i-6711 ht.220.
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IIANDY·I\IAN needed to rcpair large
ornametH\. Call 2M-ti9M, Jo b:kcrt
JO, 2.6

505 San Pedro SE 265·0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S

FOR SALE

with valid UNM lD

''J4 DOIJ<;l· VAN, rcndy f(l h111ld up. One tun, J
'>Jll'cd, m;um<tl tr<U1lmh~im1, golltl price. ('nil 2(1~.
1 1JIAilfl~o:rf'l'Htl.
tin
BIU \jAVINOS NOW at Ri~:hmoncJ Jlicyclc !':iupply.
Spe-cial low price~ Oil most items 111 r.tock. Sulc end.~

E

in 1hc .--\nde,,

Barry's Electronic
Repair

hl ,h;Hc lmm\:4 hlm:-1.;'

ilfllltl\phr:n:. SRO month

I~XPU<IFN('F

l)cwil~2290r!cga.

AJ{liSf

JOr27

:O.i!\t r~\·IA.ll· Nf·Fllf.ll

I0/J I

Write: httcnntion:rl Job Ccul~·r, Hox 4490-NU
Ucrkclcy, CA 94704.
10,25
ADDRFSSl~RS WANH.D 1~·1!\-H'PIAfi!I.Y! Work
at hnmc ·· no ex!'lcril..•ncc nccc-muy .. c-xlellcnt pa~·
Writc Anlcncan Scnilt:e, R-'50 .Purk I.Ur1C' !-luitc 127,
Dalla,, TX 7,~231
Jt,·os
1'11/\KMAC:Y INTI·RN WANlVJ), l'xcellcnt hourly
wnl].c~ (Unit Dme Program) Conlar:l: l·rnncc~ 1. Bltur,
{)Jrc~wr uf Pharmacy, 1'.0. Bm:. 1.188, New f\.·h."•dL'o

11 ~·06
$1·1~ 00 1 $W.fXJ
(\1 ;'!!Jol 71JH

(':~11293-8507.

IN the P!.'acc Corp\, 217-5907
12/0J
OVllRSI·AS JOUS • SUMMl•R.tfullumc. I;uropc, S.
J\nwtil.:n, 1\mtroliu. A~i:1. etc. All ficltl~. $:'100-$1200
monthly, C'IJ1c_n~c~ p:M, \igiU~eeing. ·Free mfo.

APAR fMI·NT. Nicl."'y fnrni~hcd,
~raouu~. ~-;upctcd One hluck to ~:;unpu~. lltrl~ p::till
!runt $1M fXJ. ( ';ill2~5 · 2(Jil~. ;,:101·201) Ct1!umbm 5[•.

r-ii~( ~!l.'Nc v APT

'$.1 ~0 .00.

VIOliN. h.ccllent nmJition, with

WOJH~ OVl:RSEA~

ill-S[ liNM

We repair ster~os, tv's, tapes, and

also have electronic parts in stock.

Nov. 4. 102 Richmond NC. 26fl·l611.
10i2ll
IIAM RAlliO EQUIPMENT: Dcluils l68·4l63.

Pre-Hire
Temporary
Services

I01_2!i

lli\RK GREElN V!H VE'f

D

CllU~h.

Good condition.

S7s.oo. 255·4684.

1om

t"USIOM UtJJLT WOOD furnit11rc created to fli
your nccJ'i. Spcciali;roing in bedroom 5ets, slerco

V01E

PERSONALS

('0NfA<'fS'n1 JlOUSUINO & SOLUTIONS,
('they Optlcal CmnpmJy. 265·11846.
12/01
ACCllRATF INFORMATION AIJOUT' con·
ttnccption, ~tcrilit:ltion, fil"lort.ion. High! to
('hoo\c.19·1-0111.
I 1120
OCTOUI~k MEANS BFAU'flf;UL bicydihk
weather! IJon't. mi~~ out bccnusc your bit~cle is
k~p111t. C"MlC to the Albuqttcrq11c lUke Coup. l!xpert
n.:piiil ~cn·Icc. Or saYe money :rnd ri:< i1 yoursclruslng
our ~hllJ) fllcilitlc'i, ht~tnu:tiou a'wnil~lhle. Open 10.6.
106 Ciiranl SEt. Room 117, 26S~SI70.
10125
UNM llOOKSTOkE MONSTER sale noW in
progrcs\, tlook~. records. & ~torcw1dc bargains! 11/01
IIAIR DESIGN FOR meu arid women. Reg. $10.00.
SI.OO offlo m1dcnn with I. D. 24.3-4(;14.
10127
Cl:I.I.!HR;\1'1: HALLOWEEN IN slylc. coShlmc
style • ~!tend the Uallroom Dance C'lub Costume
J•:u\y :unl llnii<:c. October 27(h, 1:30pm SUD
lhtllroom.
10127
nr=J_t._,. DANC'ING-1'hc ancient ari that cclcbi'IHCs
woman. t:'l01s~c~ ~Htrting Oct. 30. Zin:1, 7.94-4715.

Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
Cash Daily!!!
Labol'el's,
Domestics,
Clel'ical,
needed ..
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have tran•
sportation and phone

Oct.

1200 Son Pedro NE
262·1946
Parking hi rear

Kathy Bernier
I'd. {(Jr h~· Lu·Arm & Carol Bi..orJlit•r

10/30

RlCHMONO Blt'YCl.E SUI'l'LY has nl!w s)>ccials
every week. Th-i~ week: padded,_ leather cyding
glovc~-rcgularly SlO.OO now $8.50. AlsQ S:ill)IO
spccdometcr·rcgulatly $12.0() now tlt1ly $9.50. 102
Rklitilond N~.
I 0125
NA iHAN, TIIANI\ YOU for a hcatltiflil weekend,
_I'H''J[l\•cyotl fora million year ... ". Ronn.
10/25
IHU:., HAPPY BIRTHDAY, l.ovc .. ,"Thc roncn
kid"'.

10125

UNO£:~WATER

. p

WRECK DiVE. UNM Scuba· Club.
Oct. j(), 8:00ptn 1 Johnson Oym, Rm 1.54.
10/iS
Ot\ Y t\ND CHKIS'fiAN, linegrity meets tonight;
ettll296·3706,
10/25
GREEDY? -MAKE rr tO Ned's 011 Wednesdays for
Iheir Special br_i_hk _Nis.ht t
10/25
AWAktJ~ WINNlNt:i POETRY and photography in
th~ co11ector 1S first edition: of Com:cptionsSumhwcst
on sale now rot a limited lime for $1.00 In Mar.ron
t--lttU. Romrt 10.5. Contains work of over 40 UNM
1\nisis.
tfn
CHill EXtRAVAGANZA " f!REE Las CruccsOret!ti Chili on Eg_gs, and lor the rest of October •
sour ct-Calli cnchliadn!i with blue t:orn tdrtlllas an-d
~tce·n t:l1ili_, Morilihg G!Or)' Cafe, 2933 Monte- Vista
NE 268-7040. -(Right across Ccnlral !rom Body
·nucno).
10/31_
WHO HAS HERBAL &. Imported cigarctleS·Uic
lighters 59c•all other cigarette lighters 20per cent_off!
Pipe& Tobacco ROad dQCs. 101 Corncll268~7~78.
~

10/30

PI!RRY 1S PIZZA. PIZZA bY the slice and pan. Plus
:c;pccinls fcamring (rc~h saladS'. 2004 Cen-tral SE,
(Across from (,!Ntvt). _

2.

10/JQ

LOST & FOUND
12/01

f:oUND: WOMAN'S GO_LD watch whh broken
band, lclcntify and claim. Marron Hall, Room lOS,
tfn
FOUND: KEYS '(OM) Oli piece· of leather work; in
Mhchell Hall, Claim Marron HaU, Room 10.5".
tfn·
r:-ouNO. BLACK LAB ptlppyj male, wearing ehoke
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..' :;p,;&C,....te<l by

lho wn,ld.l•mouo ·

·

halr dcii8nti-7JUft·~arkham, for I he roP Hollywood
cdcb;iil~ whose h;1ir he_ cuts. Many h.we called l_t
"thc-j)crfcct haircut_~ An(! nd wonder, whhs_uJ;;"h ide:.i
Shape ancl c"tuorcllnary manilgcabi1iiy, it'!i the
cpitOml! or nne haitdcsign.Atld now It's av·<~ll.-ahlcto

Wfth'out having 1ogo to HollyWood. Without~:~~~~~~~~'~:;:;
top.ly $$5,- in fM:( 1 )'Oli cii.il probably_gct Tht JSS
Own homc·to\Yn for not much more than you're now p.1ying for just

an ordinaryhalntylco· ThrJ55 Haircut i~.wallablc,fo;a wholrlot ft.u,
1 c~duslvciyat M.ukham Style fi"lrloV.1torShopS• Aloi1g with the
[ f~mou~ 'MarkhAm !lt-odtltiS dcslgnCcl iO .dlow you I' h~ir'to look .ind
,_ flcHorm its tJ.lttii'at best. c., II tor .in appo1nttnc~l npw. Look in your
1~yellow pages undcr 1'll'lrl!cl'$" for thc-namcofthc M;ukh,1ni Style
! inrtov.H(lOrSfwp ticilrcst you.
the $55 illlii'CIII loi al·:illahlc.filr a wlwfe fol ~~~.\·s IJU

Pi NO YOURSELJf IN the Peace Corps. 277·59tJ7

chain. call247·2697.

....~~.lt

rom·

WANJI;D: TLJTOR HJR mnth 102. Plc;q.se
1021

~·all ~55·
J0-'2~

~)I ~n ORCJANI/.A l JON. "JH'D~ volunteer (nn
r•IYI help Prdcmhly bmwc~\ major Lo CJ'.'r:rscc
1>11<.Wt'~~ a•.pc~l' of an" rnaganrn:. Almut 2·1 huur'> a
Wt:l:k Call (,a}"ldPl ]1)04 urtct fipm.
10130
(,JU AT lOU OJif·N to an)' ~tml~:nt who cuntj\lalif~
n11J~· need 1'1 have \Drill! high
~dumiiYPHitt. ha~o:k!1,rouml. W~.: wtlltram you und add

lm worli 'tudy Yuu

to 'J..Ilh. Ymt V.!lllm·c the pe()ph: and your hour.-. arc

Independents

Detail~ 229 Onc:rga

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

ARCHIVAl

f·RAMJNG A'f fCil~unablc- pmi!,,

4fJ.otXJ pmh.:ard~, pm1er-1. h~ St~lnberg, O'~cdfe.
Gomc'>, Dine, other~. The Sil~r:r Sun:twom Galien.
3409 Central Nr~ Tu~~·Sat 11·5:JO.
11, !!'\
H{H~ Kl'nENS: 2 ndorable ktnem for free lt 1 a
fc!t1od home. Call Judy 292~2985 after 5:30pm. J(l. ~0

do111inate
Unofficial election re>ull.;
showed six independent candidale;
and foqr Student Allian~e members
were approved for ten seats bv
voters in Wednesday's ASU N~1
Senate race.
The election, marred by eHrly
morning inclement weather, altrncted almost 1,000 student voters.
Independent incumbent senntor
Valerie Ervin placed rirst with 504
votes, which were tabulated early
Thursday morning.
Second was Swdcrrt Alliance
t;andidate Pete Pierotti with 489,
followed by fellow slate member
Jim Anaya with 487 votes.
Student Alliance member NalleY
Baca came in fourth with 464 votes.
Carol Sumpter, an independent
candidate, placed fifth with 457,
followed by independent Kathy
Bernier with 454 ballots.
Wilh 414 votes, independent
Doug Atwell finbhed in seventh
place.
Glenn Tiger, an independent,
placed eighth with 386.

fl~·,Jb)c. WI! arc hcuvil:. infO 'omputcr'>. Call Hcil.lth
RL·~oun.. c Rcgt~try Nmt11 (';utlpU~. Surge Bldg. Rm.

10/31

ZMI 277 .. jOSJ & 277·6122..

$'0 Pl·R 100 T·.NVJ-il OPl-:S STlJf'FED and ad.
llt e~~cd at home. Write llcn..:o Entcrpri\es, Box 564 i
Amtin, Tx. 71\763. Soon.
J012S
N~ UNION f•OOl) Seni(:c (SU(3}, Food m\'icc~
workcrr, for the following~ flr.~t po~ilio" ~ M·F 5ani·
9am. Sc~:unJ pmition · MWF 9<1rn-2pm. Third
pn~tlion · T·Th 9:un·2pm. Fle;o.;ible whcdulins, wmc
v.-eckcnd wor~. free m~:ul\ with ~!lll\C' '>hif!s, Stop in or
~.;alll-IQw:u~

<11

~77·281

J.

Coverea·
'Rragon

Makers of Hal'd MeNlo
India" l•,..•lry
OLDTOWN

10126
• •

~200 WEC.Kl. Y MAILIN(i CIKC'ULARS! •
\·1:ll~ri<lh Suppltcd • • " ~tart imrneJiat~ly,

free
t.hmnh · Hunter, JOOS Clay, San 1-'ranci'>\!o, CA 94115
10/ll

PROGRAM MANJ\W;.R. PLANNING ani.! fund
(.[c\clop!JlCl\l for McntnJ Health Center. Medical
('eJHCf f~Cr\Oil!lCl. 217·644~.

7.

JQ/25

TRAVEL

CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
'10 AUergan Kit '3'"
Call for Low Prie<·~ on Hard ..
Soft or Semi -Soft Lenses

Casey Optical Co.
'lduur' \\ t'l"l ( a'l'l lh•\alll)nr~'

·

Lurnas ~~ W ashi!'gton • 2!i~.:Sil!!!!!!!
846 •

10131
UH~MAN

6.

NOll Jill I MO r hi l<cason;rhle tinily illld 1Neckly
lilll'~- 1712 <c.•mml :'-II· nc11r tJNM. Plmne 255-J 172.

I

rclcvhinn,,

,-,{-J

~---

10127

F

C.fh,

J·uuhu~1cr~

H(JlJ:-)L -~1--fiiR~-AVAJTAfli(-- rww Rclruhlc
e~pt·ncuu•rl, lo~;1l rclcren~c~ Call, P~L '}.77 .1929,
~flfl J7l4
10/~~
f_,~ j'iiiJIAR.lA AMl·HJ( A I A !INA CJ~ Ia Amc:rka
I ~~~!Iii~ ~m1r~o~iun, 229 ()rtega
10127
J YPJN(; . Jr-:RM P/\PI·RS 1 lhc,h, rc..,ume' 2.1)1J.
9H70
10127

---

h'rC. { (;r~~ arpft11l(1]1Uh']~ (J6 hr~ WI WCl'kCUd\- $25

I

1

!0126
J 1)71 GRFM l.fN, I· AIR comhtwn, cler~n. ca~y oti, gil\.
2'11-.Q9~ altcrr.ix.
10i30
c AMPWt S/il·.t 1., /·C>H 5hnrt ~nd' nurrow bcU $1 [}(1.
r tJfll lawrt mower - $15. 10 Spt:cd Uikc- $35. l Spc~:tl
Htkc $l'l. TV ~lcreot:"oJHolc · $75. Cali 2.9(HJ4fl J.
10/.)J
'-iiNC,I·H Hl lllRA HW of the line, ~h~htly U<.otd bur
,1111 umlcf Wilrtanty. Auwmouil: bobbinwindcr. hil'>
hutwnho/cr, without llWlLhtnents. Al">o, t:nm·
putl!l'i!ctl wedLit \lit~o:h aud tloc\ lot~ nf fan~;y 'llil
dtc' Rc~- $H(Y.l_{]{J, now llllt'>t '>llt:rfke. $J~O.QO r:a~l1.
HHJ-48HIJ
lOll)
'()9 DOIJ(,[ POl AHA $2.7A\,OO. Dependable tran·
~pnrt<Hinn, J60V-R P_S./Jl,U. AIC A.T. Cn.ll 2fJ6·

Jlt'r pcnnn ( ·ulll>r. (,cltrc\ daily 111 Jlfll ·OM<J, 9-:'1,

s
s

Mtdlam.l

W~l, ~55-226/i.

I

L
A

~I f'.l·WOS,

CAit

plu<. more
(DWC~I pri~e~ awuml, ~all fm: tnf(lrmatiou ond
pn~.:c'>. N~;w Mc;.ctm Mml Orclcr Cleprlng llou~e. 265·

!t"dtru~-.,J. !Wfl~wl. Jc~ul,

---~---

c

10:10

.Jcn~crt 1

Ptnn('er,

medJl';tJ,
~~·hnlw.ltt ( h.trf~ .utd wbll·~ 14"i :!12-'i
12101
lY-i;iN(~I·A"t;/~RTA~oNAJfff.2in-R6~~·~
11/01
.
-- , ____ ' ,.. ___
fY Pl/'IKi, 1-1 R~ I {)I lA-I HY I!K1-7787, llnlly. It tZf)
i)J\.I RI·-A~1{J[J/•n A!N- ~un·wal, Jearn how Jo

0

1.

w~tt·rr1.

lfli:!fl

WAS I IFR & 1-ln-t::r, tt.:mpcrnnu~nt<tl,
btlt tkrwnllahll' $'"' (HJ, 2~'i-5H'J4 nr 2'~7-4H26 10.27
Jlf..R-"-1(J.;,;j -·--KAfn){J!·r PF(i· il;;;llhltcr ~qu<thte~
SHO.IKJ. llymto.u v; wall '>tcr~;n pnwcr ump. $11fi.OU
11o1h $1~0./XJ iH hio. 256-J Jl,~ aflcr 6:00Jllll.
10127
(,/ I<MAN. COIN OPI:RAU\D fombaiJ wblc
'SW'l H4i 7646
JOJJO
J <J7'l DA I SUN 1!;!.10, 21-!1000 rni)c,, $.1, 700. ('all lifter

WTiiRiliour.

SEHVICES

('Llllmt;:tl

1

•.t!lc 1 luw 1111'•, 101(, IJ:tkoltt t;;(·. 294-71Jl\

I In

3.

~Jrc~t'>,

WhCJic<,ah:pnu:~

266- lfJilJ Reward

£ llfl!iKt

o.cdar

~~~Jt(J<.I

l61 am, 't'lLHHIY of l'·du~.:OIUOI!
WJlh [VI(! -~ct ur 1/llltlll~ flrl hat:k·

(J( ']

w:n~h

6\\alrl~lt;JIII International
Unisex Hair Design Center
255-0166 • 7804 Central S.E.
(between Wyoming and Louisiana)

*'* * * * * * * * * * *

·*
*
*

WEHFIVE
MDVED!!

*

,.;

*

*
*

Camplete KeraxiniJ,
* Ditta
& Mimear:.raphint:~
* can naw be faund at the *
*
*
DUPLICFITINCi *
* FISUNMCENTER
* Located in SE earner af BASEMENT *
* RECREATION AREA in the SUB *·
** * * * * * * * * * * *'*
TDDAY'S CKDSSWDID PUZZLE
46 Building annex
1 Insect
47 Tunes
5Smali
49 Resource
masses
51 Tries out
9 Open
54 Declare
14 u.s.A.
58 Males
15 Friend: Fr.
60 Scarlett's
16 Lull
home
17 Admirable
61. Unaged
18 Fragrant
cheddar: 2
fruits:
words
2 words
63 Image
20 Adam's
64 Encomium
grandson
65 Preposition
21 Before: Pre· 66 Nary
fix
67 Seeded
68 Man's name
22 Wasteland
23 Depresses 69 Mine cart
25 Record
DOWN
27 Distribute
29 Number
1 Decreased
30 Flirt
2 Ammonia
34 Aunt: Sp.
compound
36 Church part 3 Parts of
38 Indonesian
dramas:
island
2 words
39 Inadequate
4 At once
42 Gloves
5 Twist
43 U.S. satellite 6 Love: it.
44 High moun7 Extrication
tain
8 View
45 To the
9 Shoe part
sunrise
10 Siestas

ACROSS

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

T R E N D

A U R A S

..:S.LN::..J::=

1.1. Whimper
1.2 Czech river
13 Incubator
19 Red Sea gulf
24 Bangs
26 Succinct
28 Tree
30 By way of
31 Diplomat
32 Gun33 Kind of
school
34 Clock
35 Amazon ce·
tacean
37 River ducks
38 Peculiarity

40 Baseball's
Mel 41 Ms. Merkel
46 I:;sthonia:
Abbr.
48 Color anew
49 Curved
50 Seed coat
52 Urao
53 Oregon city
54 Souls: Fr.
55 Deep pit
56 Retard
57 Advantage
59 Gas
62 Dawn goddess

Independent !-ink J nlm;on won
358 votes to give him 111nth plit~,.,
and incumbent Stu<lcnt Alliance
senator Tom Hshcr rounded llUI
the tentalive lisl or this fall',
;cnators by placing tcmh with .15J
VOlC.S.

Those candidate:. who placed
lllh through 16th indmlcd in~
dependent Jay Moses; slate mcm~
bcrs Bruce Donisthllrpc, llasid
Cornwell and Robert Bnmnin[!; in·
dependent Raben Mckcta and slate
member Richard Bowles.
The Elections C'olllmittc'<' plans
to release official results hidav.
In other action earlier iti the
evc<ting, the senate lmt quNwn af~
tcr a one-hour ~ession and ad.
journed.
However, Sen. Phil Hernantlc;
said he plan~ to bring t·hargcs nf
unethical conduct durin)! the cam
paign against Senators Eric Lucero
and Tom Fi!.hcr. He !.aid he will
cite detailed charge!. at the next
!.enatc meeting.

Drive close to goal
KING PHOTO.

Despite today's bad weather, there was a heavy turnout to vote in the ASUNM election.
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With 2,000 pledge cards still out and some $2,400 to go, the
University's United Fund should meet its United Way goal of$58,000
by Friday, Administrative Vice-President Marvin "Swede" Johnson
said Wednesday.
Johnson, United Way camJJaign chairman, said the most recent
tally shows $55,663 in the United Way column.
"About 100 more contributors would put us over the top,"
Johnson said, explaining that the average gift recorded in the drive is
approximately $34.
A special "wrap up team" is working with United Fund key people
collect all cards distributed to employees in order to complete the
campaign by Friday.
Johnson said the cards are needed, whether or not contributions arc
made, in order to ensure all contacts have been made.

Bernstein raps press attitude
By PAUL SCHERR
"The press finds itself in the
mids.t of an orgy of selfcongratulation right now, and no
attitude is as unjustified," Carl
Bernstein told a small audience at
Woodward Hall Wednesday night.
"Despite the post-Watergate
congratulations, the significant
trend in journalism has not been
toward the best obtainable version
of the truth; it has not been a trend
toward more serious journalism
and increased respect for the
news," Bernstein said. "It really
has been the elevation <if gossip and
celebrity journalism."
Bernstein, 34, who with Bob
Woodward is credited with
breaking the Watergate story,
urged mcm bets of the press to take
a more se1f-critical attitude and to
return to basics.
"What we did in Watergate was
basic police-reporting. technique.

We covered it Hke·any other story··
you go where the facts lead you.
Our methods were not extraordinary; our information was,

statement by former Attorney
General John Mitchell to further
his point. About the Nixon administration, Mitchell had said,
"Watch what we do, not what we

In contrast, he said, were the all
but a handful of ~2,000 reporters
who covered Washington with a
"presumption of regularity,"
despite a ''record of official lying.''

say."

We don't do our jobs well enough.
We have to reject the notion of
reporting as stenography, and
instead go after the best obtainable
version of the truth. Let's take
Mitchell's advice."

Asked why the press doesn't do
") f we had done that, I I aernstein
said, "we might not have been its job better, the former
involved in a constitutional crisis. Washington Star copy boy replied

that a legacy of contempt tor the
press was left over from the Nixon
administration, and added: "One
simple reason for enmity toward
the press is how often they've
misquoted people. It's quite
frequent. For one thing, we take
bad notes. I think all reporters
should be required to know
shorthand."
continued on pogo 5

"It wasn't until the safest, most
centrist institution in the country-the Democratic party--was ransacked, .that the press decided to
take a good look at what our
government was doing." Bernstein
said.
"So, this is not a time for selfcongratulation.'' he added, "but a
time to get back to empirical policereporting techniqu~s. Is the
Supreme Court a Holy Sea that
hands down decision~ from Sinai.
l t' s time to get back to basics."
Ironically,

Bernstein

cited

a

University workers

ratify new contact
UNM's unionized blue-collar workers ratitied a tentative wage contract
calling for minimum/.7 per cent raises Wednesday, thus ending a threemonth-long wage freeze affecting an estimated 560 emplpyees.
Members of the Communications Workers of American (CWA) on
campus, at two separate meetings to accommodate both day and night
shift staff, voted 77-8 to accept the new contract.
Overdue since J lily 3, the settlement was reached on October 16 during
negotiations .between l'epresentatives of the CWA andi:JNM's personnel
department. The two patties had been attempting since May to write a new
wage contract for the University's food service, maintenance and ·
operations personnel.
"These talks represent the longest set of negotiations we've held at
UNM ' " said Jim tricoli, a CWA representative.
"We -. (Tricoli and
negotiating partner Joe Garner, a UNM employee and umon member)
reached a point where we felt prolonging the negotiations would produce
no further bencrits."
.
The previous year's wage contract between UNM and the CWA expired
July 3. Since that time, Garner said, raises were fro7,en for the bllre·eollar
University employees.
'

-
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-

-

coritirwed on page.o

Nderson
•
s1ne

UNM Physical Plant workers are in the process of
chan,ging the name of the business school from the Robert
0. Anderson School of Business and Administration to the
Robert 0. Anderson School of Management.
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Ethics committee clears Brooke

Wi\SIIIN(i'l ON
(U I' I) ·Sen.
Brooke, R-M''''·· ww,
rlcJHCd by the Senate Ethic~
Com mi !tee· W cdncsday of charges
he ucluyctl or dwnged financial
rc<:onh 'oupht by the cmnrnittcc.
Brooke who had demanded the
public hearing 'aid he wu\ "very
plca;cd" hy the wmmillce's !'in·
ding an<J imnmlialcly flew back to
l·d1~ard

Ma"uchmettl to rc1umc hil redectron campaign.
"The committee l1a1 no evidence
linking. Sen. !:dward Brooke
pnsonally with delaying I he
prodUt;tion <li' documents, failing to
tum over t!ocumcnls, or altering
t!ocurnenh requested by the
conuniltcc," the commitlcc 'aid in
a stntcmcnt.

The dcchion was separate from
the committee's continuing in·
vesti.gation of Brooke's financial
affairs.

mislead the committee. They said
changes made in the records were
made to correct previous errors.

The charges were first raised by
Richard Wertheimer, who resigned
as .\pecial <;ounsel to the committee
Oct. II, saying the investigation
was being thwarted by the problems
in obtaining the senator's records.

Apparent. contradictions in
B~ooke's records and statements
came to light during his bitter
divorce battle and that Jed to the
ethics committee probe, which
Wertheimer was hired to coordinate.

In response to Wertheimer's
detailed charges, Brookes and his
attorneys made an item by item
rebuttal, insisting there had been no
effort to delay the investigation or

In his response to the charges,
Brooke called Wertheimer's
conduct ''reprehensible'' and
insisted "that the entire records ·of
this proceeding, including Mr.

Wertheimer's Jetter of resignation,
contuins not one shred of real
evidence that either I or any of my
representatives sought to delay and
frustrate the comminee's initial

October Clearance

review."
Earlier Wednesday, Wertheimer
stressed he had made repeated
reqllests to Brooke's attorneys to
provide the records and to explain
changes m;~de in records already
submitted.
Concerning the alterations,
Wertheimer said that Brooke's
allorneys should have turned over
the records unchanged,
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Coastal fire contained
LOS ANGELES (UPJ)-The
2S,000 acre, arson-caused blaze
that swept through a coastal canyon
to elegant homes on celebritypacked Malibu Beach was contained Wednesday after inflicting
damage that will probably exceed
$10 million.
The l'.ire was the largest of four
blazes that ravaged more than
40,000 acres of land throughout
Southern California since Monday,
destroying expensive homes and
killing many animals.

OUDEit FREE TICKETS
WHILE TilEY LAST:
WRITE IJIItEC'l'LY '1'0:
YOUTII CltUSAUES OF AltiEitiCA
t•onox&~os

ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92667

A revised fire department survey
Wednesday showed the blaze
destroyed 95 houses and reportedly
included the homes of actess
Katherine Ross and singer Neil
Young.
Also destroyed were 13 mobile
homes, 75 other structures, such as
outbuildings, 122 vehicles, two
boats, one bridge and one water
tank.
Fifty-three civilians were injured,
including two persons severely
burned and one firefighter suffered

Prisoner release
marked by riots
TEHRAN, Iran (UPI)-Iran
released some I ,500 prisoners
Wednesday in an amnesty marking
the shah's 59th birthday, But
demonstraiions closed Tehran's
two major universities a.nd two
persons were reported killed when
army troops opened fire on
demonstrators in Southern Iran.
Crowds of relatives and friends
jammed the entrance to Tehran's
central Qasr Prison for the release.
Women in black body-length veils

TIIUilSDAY'S SUB SPECIALS
CASA IJEL SOL
Pina «;olada atSpeeiuii•t•iees

brought flowers and wept silently as
they waited outside the prison
gates.
Major fires engulfed large
quarters of the riot-torn cities of
Hamedan, i.n We.st Iran and
Gargan in the Northeast. Iranian
newspapers reported two persons
were killed when army troops
opened fire on antigovernment
demonstrators in Khorramabad
and Borujerd, in Southern Iran.
Estimates of the number of
political prisoners in the nation
before the amnesty ranged from
1,670 to several thousands.
0 f the estimated l ,500 prisoners
freed, I, I 26 of them were political
prisoners, including some jailed for
terms up to 30 years for activites
against the shah.
The amnesty was declared to
mark the Shah's 59th birthday,
being observed as a national
holiday Thursday.
An estimated 3,000 students
demonstrated at the Aryamehr
Technical University campus in
dowt1town Tehran and left-Wing
students held a similar anti-shah
demonstration
at
Tehran
University. Both schools have been
closed for three weeks.
The students shouted slogans
against the shah and in praise of
exiled opposition leader Ayatollah
Roohollah Khomcini.
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minor injuries. Eight horses, eight
cows, two goats and one dog were
reported killed.
The Agoura blaze, which was
touched off by an arsonist using a
shnpled incendiary device of a
matchbook and a cigarette, was
declared contained at 7 a.m.
Another blaze in nearby Pacific
Palisades-Mandeville Canyon area
was contained Tuesday.
Only a fire in the Sierra Madre
area near Pasadena had open fire
lines, but containment of that blaze
was expected at 6 p.m.
The Insurance Information
Institute in San Fransico said its
preliminary estimate of $10 million
damage in the Agoura-Malibu fire
was usure to rise."
"'~t..,
Arson investigators Wednesday
were searching for a suspect who
allegedly set a "time delay" incendiary device Monday afternoon
ncar the intersection of Agoura and
Cornell Roads, about 30 miles
northwest of downtown Los
Angeles.

McGarry
to take
FEC seat
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-President Carter went
ahead Wednesday with his controversial appointment of one of
Speaker Thomas O~Neill's friends
to the Federal Election Com·
mission, triggering threats of a sitin and legal action by the man being
replaced.
FEC Commissioner Neil Staebler
said moves by the administration to
replace hime with Boston lawyer
John McGarry were illegal and that
Carter was interferring politically
with the commission.
Tbe White House made no
announcement of the secret
swearing-in ceremony, but when
the FEC was notified during a
regular meeting, Staebler refused to
leave his chair. He said he would
cast no more votes ul\iil the matter
was settled, but he will continue to
sit in at the meeting.
Staebler, a former Democratic
congressman from Michigan whose
reappointemeiit was blocked by
organized labor, said he would seck
court action to keep McGarry from
assuming office and to determine
the constitutionality of Carter's
interim appointmenL
Slaebler said he did not believe
Carter's action was tied to any FEC
J'inancial audit of the president's
1976 campaign.
"1 haven't found any deep
sinister motives anywhere," said
Staebler, who often votes with the
six·mcmbcr commission's three
Republican members.
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Full front load stereo cassette deck with Dolbythe Teac A-100
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Technics Super System
Technics SA 80

Pioneer Car Cassette
The Pioneer KP4000 Stereo AM/FM cassette. In·
dash, It fils most cars and trucks.

am/fm Stereo Receiver,
15 watts RMS

Arsonist sought

FRIIJ1~YNov.17, 7:301•~1

AlbtuJ. Convention Center
liiva A•••litoritun

39.95
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Teac Cassette

ECI Profile 600
3 way speaker system
What a Price! What a Turntable! The DUAL 12~7 BeltDrive is a Manual design with incredible accuracy.
Check this one out, TODAY! TURNTABLE ONLY!

Your Choice

Receiver
The Sansui 6060 AIM Receiver - includes mic
mixer, 40 watts/channel. Quantities limited.
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In-dash stereo with 2 Pioneer P10L speakers
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e comeeto t e
Bargain Basement BLANK
TAPE&
Receivers
ACCESSORIES
Sansui.8080 DB
85 watts RMS ••.•••.•.••...•.. $499
Dolby noise reduction
Technics SA 5370
48 watts RMS. . • • . • .••.•••...•• $249
Clean Power
P.E. lmpro 3044 ..•.•.••••••..•..•• $78
Pioneer P1510S
manual direct drive ..•..•••••..• $145
BIC 1000
fully automatic belt drive ..•..•.. $249
BIC 940
fully automatic belt drive ....•.•. $109

NOWS149°0
®PIONEER

BASF Perf. S-track 90 min ......• 1.59

Bast C-90 cassette tape •... 1.99

Turntables

Pioneer RH~60 S-track
recorder/player

Scotch Lo Noise 8·track 90 min .• 1.99
Maxell UDXL 1 cassette 90 min .. 3.99
TDK 7" Reel L-1800 .••......•.• 4.99
25' headphone extension ..•....5.99
Watts record care kit ........ 1 0.99

Pioneer Receiver
Ad312
Car power Amp
supplies 12 watts per channel

today

$47.50

DISCOUNT IS IN OUR NAME WE SELL STEREO
OUR PRICES & SERVICE
EVERY STORE
WE MAKE IT
AND
WE'RE
PROUD
OF
IT
NOT
ATMOSPHERE!
KEEP US# 1 WITH YOU
IS A WAREHOUSE
EASY TO BUY!
our peoph! are stereo ·experts inter·
Offertng
true
discount
prices
day·in
and
Wedon't
fool
.vou
with
pretty
st~re
Each
one
Is
packed
With.
great
stereo.
Enjoy the music today, with convenient
ested in giving you the kind of low
monthly payments, on approved credit.
Most maJor credit cardS hbr'iOfed on
most pUrchases. Interest-free layaway
is also available

You'll firid the best names and the latest
equipment because we believe you
shouldn't be limited to a limited
selection.

day'OUI Is a matter of pride. In fact,
discount prices are what we're all
about. That's why we're the GREAT
AMERICAN CUSTOM.

5003-5005 Menaul Blvd
262-0858

fr~mts, llasby f1xtures and ex~ensiVe
!nils ,that add to the cost?' buymg. We discount priceS and great service that
don't have all that expensl\le overhead, keeps us No.1 with you. With us you get
the tnbst music .for your nioney.
so you don't pay extra for frills.
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speak on ''The Giant Tunguska
(Siberian) Explosion of 1908." The
lecture will be held in the Physics
Lect<~re Hall. Adruission.is free.

Everyone is welcome.
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BOGUS NEWS SERVICE
Formc;r Washington Post reporter, author, Pulitzer Prize winner, and
'><llf rnadH media millionaire Carl Bernstein was kidnapped yesterday
afwrnoon as he stepped from his private jet. The jet had just landed at
tho /\I!Juquerque Sunport. Airport security guards were totally powerless
to stop tho hijacking.
Witnesses to the abduction described Bernstein's kidnappers as six
mon dressed in suits and ties, all of whom wore bejewled American flags
1n thmr lapels. Bernstein was forced into a black limousine with California
lic:unsn plates by tl1e six kidnappers, No license plate numbers were seen,
!Jut witnesses said the car did have flags flying from the fro11t fenders. A
seventh man was seen in the car. He was described as a scowling, jowly
m~n waving his arms and flashing the peace sign.
Bornstein, who was scheduled to give a lecture at the University of
New Moxico, seemed to recognize the men who abducted him. He
offomd no resistance as he was hustled into the limousine.
Several hours after the abduction occurred David Nidel, chairman of
the UNM Speakers Committee which had been left speechless, was
contacted by the kidnappers. Identifying themselves as "The RotaRooters," the kicJnappers demanded the release of all political prisoners,
the re-imprisonme11t of John Dean, and the name of Bernstein's source,
known in the media business as "Deep Throat."
The quick-thinki11g Nidel immediately agreed to all the kidnappers'
demands. He then asked to speak to Bernstein. When Bernstein came on
the line, Nidel told him the kidnappers' demands. Bernstein, a11xious to
be lree and earning big bucks again, realized that Nidel could not comply
with the last demand unless Bernstein agreed to reveal a confidential
source.
Bernstein told Nidel the closely held secret. Nidel told the Daily LOBO.
And now the Daily LOBO is telling you. "Deep Throat'' is Jmxprv Nuhwqb Emblitx.

Ignoring the positive
"The !New Mexico Daily L080] this week depicted a scene far too
familiar in student [publications]. We've all tried to give them the benefit
of the doubt this semester; we've let then play their [sensational amateur
press] games, hoping that if nobody pays much attention to their antics,
they'll put away their rattles and climb out of the playpens. But we were
once again naive; and our attitude is still that children will be
children ... "(Sound familiar? Read on.)
The typographical errors march on as before. The news is still left uncovered, or what's even worse, half-covered. Is it right tb describe only
half a coin and not both sides of it? Just when the hell are the editors of
t11e LOBO going to get their reporters to present a// the news, and when
are they going to edit/comment on a// sides of the 11ews?
" ... inaction of the senate ... ?"Where the hell do the LOBO editors
and reporters spend Wednesday nights? At Ned's? And if they do come
to senate meetings why do they ignore the positive actions and positive
accomplishments? I don't pretend to be any authority on printing or
-editing news, so why should they be so vague, negative and critical in
their opinion of our (ASUNM Senate) efforts? Maybe our very critical and
pessimistic editors would like to balance one-quarter to one-third million
dollars, handle the conflicting interests of 25-30 organizations who try to
tug and pull 20 student senators in 20 different directions, lobby administrators and listen to students grievances and problems, devise a
workable plan, convince others it's workable, try a11d get it enacted,
maybe get it shot down or vetoed or over-ridden by the regents ... and
then start all over agin from scratch. All this for no pay, all the while a
student newspaper is yapping at their heels? Wanta swap jobs for a
whole month? I won't even accept the paycheck you receive.
The fact is, the senate has improved since the spring election. Some of
us have been trying to achieve our promises. But remember, we have 19
other senators to work with and some of them had conflicting views and
conflicting promises when they were elected. But in spite of initial
conflicts with others when we were elected, most of us can and do work
together and achieve compromise.
Meanwhile, it only takes one person to write an editorial that spills
acid, apathy and cold water on the effort of those who are trying. We
know you try to print a respectable paper. Well, don't you? What we
need in return is encouragement now and then, as well as the criticism.
We surely don't expect praise. When the hell was the last time a student
senator got praised, .. by the LOBO, that is? But a word of encouragement and a more accurate report of the happenings at ASUNM
would help. Thank you.
Russell Sommers,
ASUNM Senator
Editor's note: President Swanson said she had no intention of
testifying against Garcia should the impeachment proceedings reach
that stage,
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The Association of Accounting
Students will present C. Jack
Emmons, co-fol!nder and senior
partner of Emmons, Adams and
Co., a local Albuquerque CPA
firm, tonight at 7:30 at the UNM
Faculty Club, 1805 Roma N.E.

Chess Club will meet tonight at 7
.in the SUB, Room 2.31 B.

Everyone is invited to the Wagon
Wheels HalloweeJ\ Pany featuring
live musicians, prizes for the best
costumes and refreshments. The
party will be held tonight at 7 in the
SUB Ballroom.

Plans for DOC's (Disabled on
Campus) Fall Awareness Project
will be discussed Friday at II a.m,
in the SUB, Room 253. It is
essential that all members and
interested persons attend.

Delta Sigma Pi, the professional
business fraternity, will meet
tonight at 7 in the Tripp Room of
the
Anderson
School
of
Management.

There will be a meeting of the
ASUNM Budget Inquiry Board
tonight at 6 in Room 2.30 of the

UNM's Dance department
presents "Times pace," on Oct. 2.7,
28 and Nov. 2, 3 and 4 at 8 p.m. in
Rodey Theater. Tickets are $2 for
students.

sue.
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"Coping," a series presented by
United Ministries, will be held
tonight at 7 in Hokona Hall. This
week's topic is "Finding Meaning
in Life," Everyone is welcome.
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Editor:
I would like to indicate my disgust for the manner in which the
ASUNM Senate handled the impeachment of Vice-President Leonard
Garcia. Aside from the fact that the matter was a forgone conclusion,
senators wandered in and out of the hearing, missing important
testimony by the defense and prosecution. Since it was the duty of the
senate to establish whether or not sufficient evidence existed to warrant
a trial, this was a flagrant violation of the trust of the students, the rights
of Mr. Garcia, and that ofthe prosecution.
It is made worse because most of the senators took their duty seriously
and tried to fulfill their duties, but the acts of those who did not do so
reflects badly on the senate as a whole. I would like to thank the
following senators for their efforts during the hearings.:
Phil Hernandez, Dave McGrane, Marc Seidman, Valerie Ervin, Sheryl
Poloni, Russell Sommers and Jeff Piper.
I do not mean to imply that all of the remaining senators disturbed the
decorum of the senate, but they know who they are.
I would like finally to apologize to Leonard Garcia for the senate's
behavior. I do not apologize for the charges I brought against him, I
believe them to be as valid as I did before the senate meeting. However,
if I could have guessed that the matter would have been treated as lightly
and irresponsibly as it was, I would never have brought the charges
before the se11ate.

Campus Crusade for Christ will
hold their weekly leadership
training class tonight at 7 in the
Family Practice Center, Room 340.

see, CAP'N,

0/fTOF
5'/NC?

Would you like to have all influence on the decisions the state
legislature, the city council and the
UNM faculty make? Sign up for a
position on the ASUNM Lobby
Committee. Applications are being
taken in the ASUNM office, upstairs in the SUB.

The UNM Skydiving Club will
meet tonight at 8 in Room 231C of
the SUB.

AUention Minority Students:
The University of WisconsinMadison School of Education will
irtterview students for graduate
Tonight, Dr. Peter Noerdlinger, programs Friday from 8 a.m. to
chairman of the department of noon. Interviews will be held at
astronomy and astrophysics at Chicano Studies, 1815 Rom a N.E.
Michigan State University, will

The Women Studies Student
Association will meet Friday at ~
p.m. in the Women's Center.
Nomination criteria and dection
procedures
for
Outstanding
Women Educator will be reconsidered. Newcomers are welcmne.

Nominations for ~;ECS-GSA
offices are now open. Nominations
are being taken for president vicepresi\lent, secretary-treasurer 'in the
EECS
Grnduate
Office.
Nominations close Friday.

Or. Archie lluhm, professor
emeritus of the UNM philosophy
departn1cnt, will lead a discussion
entitled "Human Rights and
Human Duties? (Women's Rights?
Minority Rights? Right to 'Life?
Etc?)" at3:30 p.m. on Friday. The
talk is sponsored by UNM's
Philosophy Club. Refreshments
will be served at 3 p.m,, and all
interested parties arc welcome.

• • •

Bernstein al~o noted that recent
llurger Court decisions have made
it hat·der for newsmen to do thci r
jobs.
"Mr. Nixon set out to destroy the
credibility of the press ... anJ unfortunately, I think he succeeded. If
you earcfully examine the Supreme
Court decisions over the years, I
think you can see a lcgilcy of
contempt for the press."
Asked if recent rulings by the
court would have affected his
coverage of the Watergate story,
13crstein said, "It would have bcC<l
very difficult ... ! don't know if we
could have kept notes anyw11erc
neat the newsroom.
Bcrstein is currently working on a
book about witch hunts in the
.early days of the Cold War.

The Geology Honorary is
sponsoring the Third Annual Bake
Sale Friday in front of Northrop
Hall from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The sale
will include cakes, cookies and
coffee.

***
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Free determination
Editor.
In reference to a letter published Oct. 18 from Joanna de Keyser: Ms.
de Keyser states that" the issue of working people's rights to organize in
collective bargaining units is one of the most important issues on
campus." I will agree with that he proposed "right-to-work" law in fact
affirms that right, but is also affirms the right of a worker to choose
whether or not he/she will join such a bargaining unit. This is the con·
troversial portion of the "right-to-work" law. Ms. de Keyser says that
such a law would weaken unions. It would only weaken a union which
has nothing to offer to its members. If a union is truly beneficial it does
not have to force people to join in order to get a job. Opponents of "rightto-work" can only argue with the hypothetical results of such a law. No
one in a free nation can argue successfully agai11st the concept of
allowing each individual the right to determine which oragnizations
he/she will or will not support.
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Violatio.ns
continue

Where is Kelly?

Nancy Kehnedy

,1

I

Bruce Reid

Editor;
This is ih regard to the letter to the editor, which was printed in the
LOBO Oct. 18, by Keliy Kreamcheese. It states in your submission policy
that letters must be signed by the author or they will not be printed. Is
there a Kelly Kreamcheese registered at UNM7
Each of the homecoming candidates was asked by the Alumni Office
to write a 500 word essay about herself. rhese were poorly edited to less
than 100 words by the lOBO. You chopped up the es.says so they
couldn't possibly convey the intended meanings, and the girls wasted
their time in preparing material that was not used,
These two episodes show the hatchet job the LOBO editorial staff has
done on the homecoming candidates. You printed that absurd letter by
Ms. Kreamcheese which mocked every girl on the court and left her with
no suit.able way to defend herself. If you, the. editors, don't approve of
the homecoming queen contest, why aren't you direct enough to write it
in a straightforward editorial? Is Kelly Kreamcheese' the pen narne of the
editorial staff?
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Problems continue in the special parking area on Yale in
front of Carlisle Gym. Campus police have received daily
calls complaining of cars such as this parking in spaces

by Garry Trudeau

11101 Menaul NE.

(Foothills shopping center)

2937 Monte Vista N.E..
(On the triarlgle)

reservedforhandicappedstude~n~t~s~.~~~~~>=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WORKSHOP ON
URBAN INDIAN DAYCARE

Contract

11Mt/.E.93?

\
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Raises agreed upon in the new contract will be applied retroactively to
July 3. Tricoli told the Workers assembled Wednesday afternoon they
could expect to see separate back-pay checks, covering about 66 manhours, accompanying their regular paychecks on November 10.
Tricoli said an added incentive to reach agreement with University
negotiators. stemmed from "reading between the lines" of President
Carter's new voluntary wage-price gUidelines program.
·
''It was in our best interests to push raises as far as we could this year,"
he said, "because I think it's a possibility the voluntary controls in Carter's
package may eventually lead to real.controls."
Tricoli said wage hikes for UNM's food service workers were particularly hard to obtain, because the University argues the opening of new
fast-food restaurants on Central Avenue decreased sales on campus.
"The University wants to make its food service business as selfsustainit.g as possible," he said.

1

October 28, 1978
9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
1114 7th Street NW

Bring _your kids-lunch will be served
Call 243-2253 for more information
Albuquerque Urban Indian Genter Inc.
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Singers get
new style
By EMILY AKIN

FISHER PHOTO

The Collegiate Singers, in an effort to stay contemporary, have changed their style.
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UNM LOBOS vs. UTEP
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1978

FORAN UNBELIEVABLE
$35.00 PER PERSON

• 9:00am·
Depart Albuquerque on chartered Luxury
Motor coach from UNM's Johnson Gym- (limited
security parking in lot "C" between Central
Avenue and Johnson Gym.) Box lunch and
"Refreshments" in route.
• 1:30pm·
Arrive E1 Paso and on to optional shopping in
Juarez, Mexico
* 4:00pm·
pick-up at Santa Fe Bridge to Juarez, Mexico
* 4:30pmNo Host Pre-game party at the Mesa Inn, 4151 N.
Mesa.
• 6:30pm·
Depart Mesa Inn for game at Sun Bowl.
' 7:30pmUNM vs. UTEP (ticket included)
• 11:00 pm ·
Depart Sun Bowl on charter motorcoach,
"Refreshments" in route. Arrive in Albuquerque
early morning
** $35.00 per person-due when reservation is made. ($52.00
"Retail" value)
For more information or to make your Reservation,
call or go to the:

UNM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
NEW MEXICO UNION· SUITE 200

---~--------------~-----~-~-LOB OS vs UTEP
Saturday, October 28, 1978

Debate

The Collegiate Singers not only gave their first three performances thi>
semester, but debuted their new singing style last homecoming weekend.
Co-director of the Collegiate Singers Brad Holmes said the reason for
the new style is because, "An entertainment group has to stay contemporary."
In an effort to keep up with new music and new singing styles, the
Singers made three basic changes in their performing format.
Holmes said, "The most obvious change this year is the addition of a
brass section to the drums, piano, and bass.
"The music has also changed a bit," said Holmes. The group now includes more contemporary rock music in its repertoire.
The third change, said Holmes, was taking the Singers off the choral
risers and using platforms instead. Holmes said that eliminating the risers
gave the group more room to be choreographed.
The Collegiate Singers began in 1974. The main purpose was to give the
students an idea of how to perform an entertainment-oriented music rather
than a classical art form, said Holmes.
As a Collegiate Singer the student can receive on hour of' credit.
Currently, the class has 35 members including musicians. Not all
members are music majors, said Holmes. This semester the class has attracted students from 16 different areas of academic studies.
Holmes said the group performs for senior citizens, high school
assemblies, and other organizations such as service clubs.
As to future plans, Holmes said, "Tentatively we are planning a tour of
California sometime after spring semester." Holmes added the singers will
make a tour of high schools in Southern New Mexico during January.

to air
A radio debate in Albuquerque
Friday morning will pit Bob Hawk,
democratic candidate for Congress,
against his opponent, republican
U.S. Rep. Manuel Lujan.
The debate will run from I0:05 to
11 a.m. Friday on the "Mikeline
with Mike Santullo" program on
KZIA Radio, 1580 on the AM dial.
Under the format agreed to
Wednesday, the debate will open
with the candidates grilling each
other for a. half hour while Santullo
keeps time. During this time, each
candidate will have two minutes to
respond to his opponent's question
and ask another. Telephoned
questions from listeners wilt
complete the hour.
Hawk said he challenged Lujan
to a debate before the New Mexico
Press Association last Friday in
Albuquerque. Lujan responded,
"Anytime, anyplace," KZIA then
offered the time, Hawk proposed
the debate Tuesday and Lujan
accepted.

About people
Ronnie pushed
MANCHESTER,
N.H.
(UPI)-Formcr California Gov .
Ronald Reagan stepped off a plane
in New Hampshire Wednesday and
was greeted by an editorial ir1 the
state's largest newspaper endorsing
his as yet unannounced presidential
bid.
Reagan, visiting Manchester to
serve as the main speaker at a $100
per plate Republican fund raising
dinner, has indicated he might enter
the nation's first presidential
primary in New Hampshire in !980.
1n a front page editorial in the
Manchester
Union
Leader,
publisher William Loeb said
Reagan has "an overall personal
quality... which we have not had
in the White House for a number of
years.''

Edelstein to talk
at Honors center
The UNM Honors Center will
present "Meditation, Self and
Learning," a two hour lecture and
discussion by Maxine Edelstein on
Friday, Oct. 27, at 2 p.m. in the
Honors Center Lounge in the
Humanities Building.
Edelstein is a counselor, Fisher
Hoffman therapist, Siddha Yoga
meditation teacher and anthropologist.

Princely visit
MOSTAR,
Yugoslavia
(UPI)-Britain's Prince Charles,
on a fact-finding and sightseeing
visit to Yugoslavia, Wednesday
flew to the picturesque town of
Mostar at the controls or his special
plane.
The 29-year-old heir to the
British throne piloted his plane
from the Central Adriatic Port of

Engineering and
Computer Science Majors

WATCH FOR THE
HUGHES
RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.
Contact your placement office
for interview dates.
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Split where he inspected a naval
school center.
Tuesday Charles met with
President Tito at the Yugoslav
leader's Southern Adriatic Retreat
of lgalo.

Portillo honored
HONGKONG
Oct.
25
(UPI)-Mexican President Jose
Lopez Portillo accepted the title of
honorary professor at Peking
University Wednesday, taking the
occasion to urge the youth of
Mexico and China to make both
countries powerful.
At a gathering of more than
! ,000 teachers and students,
University Vice-President Kao Tieh
invested Lopez with the title of
honorary professor and presented
him with a certificate.
Kao described Lopez as "an
outstanding representative of a
great country," who "is not only
an eminent statesman, but an
educationalist who has been
engaged in high education for many
years.,,
Lopez said the honor was "a
symbol of eternal friendship.''
"It is granted not only to me btlt
to the Mexican people. I am only
the bridge that links the Chinese
people \Vith the Mexican peopie."
The official New China news
agency monitored here said Lopez
encouraged the students to unite
and strive for modernization by the
turn of the century.

To visit Pope
ROME (UP I)-French President
Valery Giscard D'Estaing arrived
Wednesday for a 22-hour visit
during which he Will see Pope John
Paul II and discuss European
economic, community affairs with
Italian leaders.
Giscard dined with Italian
President Sarldro Pcrtini Wedtlcsday night before a scheduled one
hour audience \Vith the pope
Thntsday morning.
Later Thursday he will go to
Rome's St. John.Lateran Church to
be made an honorary canon, a
privilege reserved for French heads
of slate since the cady 17th ccnttiry.
He is t11cn to haVe talks With
Italian Premier Gitt!io Andreotti
t\tld Foreign Minister An\aldo
Forlani at the government Villa
Madama on Rome's outskirts
before a working lttnch and
departure.

Art series VVJ1d P31117easures objects
funds to end
By KARIN STANGL

By LINDA GLEASON

from July l, 1977, to July 11978we had 46 visiting artists," said
Owings, "This year we will have
maybe half as many."
Schelduled to make presentations
this semester are : Robert Strini,
sculptor, Oct. 23, 24; Sandi
Fellman, (Visiting faculty member),
photographer, Oct. 30; Larry Bell,
sculptor, Oct. 31; Henry Homes
Smith; photographer, Nov. I to
Dec. I; and Anri Wilson, painter
and environmental artist (pieces
that are environments), Nov. 13,
14.
Some of the artists visiting next
semester are: Tom Walsh, sculptor,
Jan. 29. to Feb. 2; Marsha Tucker,
theater artist and director of the
New Museum in New York City,
Feb. 22,23; Timothy Barrett,
paper-maker specializing in the
Japanese tradition, March 19.

The Ford Foundation grant
which funds the UNM art
department's Visiting Artists/ Lecturers Series are about to run
out and John Wenger, coordinator
of the series said he would like to
see the University take over funding
of the program.
In l 975 the UNM art department
was .awarded a $50,000 Ford
Founda.tion grant, which was
matched with University funds, to
start the Visiting Artists Lecturers
Series.
The scrieo also receives $2,000
per year from the art department.
Funding from the Ford Foundation grant is to end sometime
during the 1980-81 school year.
"We would like to see the
University provide more funds to
continue this program," said
Wenger.
"The money is used to pay for
transportation and fees of artists
and lecturers who have been invited
to UNM," said Gale Owings who
helps to coordinate the program.
Invited artists are selected
through suggestions from graduate
students and faculty members of
the art department by the Committee on the Visiting Artist/ Lecturers series.
The Committee was formed this
fall to help allocate funds for six
areas:
Painting and drawing, art
history, photography, printmaking,
sculpture, and mixed media. Mixed
media includes ceramics and
jewelry as well as other areas such
as paper-making and performing
arts.
"Funds are not divided evenly
among these groups,'' said Wenger.
"We try to meet the needs of the
students. There are larger groupsin
certain areas such as painting and
drawing. The program emphasises
the studio and visual arts."
Artists are invited to stay from
one day up to a full semester.
Depending upon the length of
their stay, artists may present slidelectures on their own work, conduct
critiques of student's work, hold
workshops,
sunmars
and
demonstrations. Artists who stay
for the full semester teach classes.
The visiting artists sometimes
exhibit their work in the Art
Building Teaching Gallery.
"We invite artists from all over,"
said Wenger, "and most of them
are quite will known."
"Artists love to come out here.
They are treated well and the
climate is nice," said Wenger.
"The whole point of the program
is to bring people in for enrichment
of the student," said Wenger.
"But the community surrounding the University benefits as
well," said Owings, "people come
from all around the state to attend
these lectures."
"These artists give students
another point of view and a different kind of input. Students really
want this. The response has been
incredible," said Wenger.
The series lectures are usually
held in Room 2018 of the Fine Arts
Center on Monday nights. This
room holds approximately 130
people.
"We need more space, people are
usually packed in the aisles/' said
Wenger, "for some of thelectures
could probably use a facility that
houses 300."
"During the last fiscal year -
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EXECUTIVE Ill FOCAL
GLASSES complete with lenses
and frame.* Includes impact-resistant glass
lenses. As low as $38 with plastic lenses.
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complete with lenses

KRVPTOK IUFOCAL GLASSE."i
complete with lenses and frame."
Includes impact -resistant gla<;S lenses. As
low ao; $30 with pla~tic lenses.
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Includes impact-resistant glao;s lenses. As
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and frame.* Includes impact -resistant glas.<;
lenses. As low as $45 with plastic lensl'S.
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The Photo Servkes Center recently purchased a
special "Wild 1'31" terrestrial photogrammctric
camera for $23,000, that has the superior optics
needed to take pictures for measurement or
documentation with a high degree of accuracy,
Moore saio.
He said he is currently working on a project to
photograph the Kect Sec\ cliff dwellings on
National Park Service la.nd in Arizona. The
project was contracted by the Remote Sensing
Division, and organization coopennivcly
sponsored by UNM and the National Purk
Service,
Moore said the Keel See! cliff dwellings,
located in the wall of a canyon, will be measured
by photograrnmetry periodically for evidence of
deterioration.
After the photographic images arc developed
and pr·intcd at the Photo Services Center, Moore
said, they will be sent to a commercial firm in
Albuquerque where the measurements will l1c
rnadc on stereo plotting equipment.

with 138 offices throughout Texas
brings you LOW PRICES on
fine quality prescription glasses.

~ Wear¢ a confidential service ~
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depth can be accurately rncm,urcd and plotted on

a map as contour lines.
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Terrestrial photogramrnetry - the accurate
measurement of physical objects through
photography - .is being conducted at the Photo
Services Center on campus.
Bruce E. Moore, phot.ographer and terrestrial
photogrammatrist at the center, said
photogrammetric measuring is primarily used in
archeology and architecture to document cultural
resources.
Moore said photogrammetric measuring is less
time-consuming than measuring by hand, and is
better for measuring subjects like pueblo or adobe
structures that are situated in inconvenient
Ioeatiorts, or that are too fragile to support the
weight of a person obtaining measurments by
hand.
He said the process works by making a sterio
model from two photographs taken of the same
subject from two separate points. When viewed
through special optical equipment, the llat twodimensional, photographs can be made to appear
three-dimensional, like the image normally
perceived by the human eyes. Then, through the
usc of special equipment called sterio plotters,
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Tickets
Limited
A maximum of four free reserved
tickets can be picked up by an
.individual UNM student prior to
any of the Lobos' 17 home
basketball games this season.
Students may pick up tickets only
for the upcoming game and must
have an athletic lD card for each
ticket. One date ticket can be
purchased for $15 with every
athletic ID.
So, theoretically, one student
with four athletic IDs and $20 can
pick up 8 tickets; four student
tickets and four date tickets.
The student reserved tickets and
date tickets are for sections 18, 20
and 22 on the west side of
University Arena and can be picked
.UP at the arena ticket office at the
south end of the arena complex.
Sections 19 and 21 are general
admission for students with athletic
IDs and are filled on a first-come
first-serve basis.
The ticket office opens at 8 a.m.
Student or date tickets must be
picked up by 5 p.m. on the last
working day before the game.
Home dates, opponents and
reserved ticket pick-up dates are:
Nov. 6- USSR- Nov. I
Nov. 24- Highland- Nov. 20
Dec. 5 - Lamar St.- Nov. 27
Dec. 9 - NMSU - Dec. 6
Dec. 16- Florida Tech- Dec.
II
Dec. 18- East. Wash.- Dec.
II
Dec. 20- Cal-Davis- Dec. II
Dec.29-30- Lobo Invite- Dec.
21
.
Jan. 18- CSU- Jan. 3
Jan. 20- Wyo.- Jan. 3
Feb. 3 - UTEP- Jan. 22
Feb. 9 - BYU -Feb. 5
Feb. 10- Utah- Feb. 5
Feb. 23- UNLV- Feb. 12
Feb. 24- SDSU- Feb. 12
Feb. 26-Arizona- Feb. 12

Frosh Aparicio Curry, .6-6

Transfer Everett Jefferson, 6-6 Jr.

POZEHS Of TITLES

LP's & Tapes

AT
$2.99 &
$3.99,

i

East side of sub,
adjacent to restaurant

University Store Orily

LINDA ROMSTADT
Living in the USA
S4.29
SOUNDTRACK from
GREASE
S8.29
THE WHO
WHOAREYOU
S4.29
. BEATLES Sgt. Pepper's
Marble vinyl disc .UMITED EDITION
$9.98 list LPAll other· $7.98 list LP's ·a 'r.lpes just

$6.98

$5.79

the lowest ·everjday
price in ·Mew Mexico!

I .
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Transfer Paul Robey, 6-6 Jr.

Engineering and
Computer Science Majors

Recently three UNM students
participated in the first annual
Albuquerque Parks and Recreation
Tournament of Boxing Champions.
Albert Sanchez, Mark Sauters
and professional boxer Victor
Romero all won their bouts.
Sauters had the best night of the
three, stopping his opponent in the
· second round on a technical
knockout. Romero, because of his
professional status, boxed an
exhibition bout.
Tournament coordinator Jose
Turrietta said the purpose of the
tournament was to give local boxers
'
the o_p.portunity to compete against
HUNT PHOTO
fighters from throughout the state.
"Money raised from the tournament will be used to send local
boxers to tournaments in the southwest," Turrietta said.
He said that over 50 boxers
representing six boxing clUbs
participated in the tourney,
An estimated crowd of 500
turned oui to see the fighters
compete.
Turriella said he has scheduled
another tournament for Dec. 2 at
the Wells Park Community Center,
511 Mountain Rd., NW.

BEFORE YOU PICK UP
YOUR DEGREE,
PICK OUR INTERVIEW.
Contact your placement office
for interview dates.
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Editors
note:
The
NFL
predictions are one day early this
week because the Dallas Cowboys
host the Minnesota Vikings tonight
in a head coaches nightmare- two
games in 5 days.
My picks drag on. Two weeks
ago I went with all the upsets only
to have them all come about last
week. Oh well, at least I hit on
Seattle over Oakland and Tampa
Bay over Chicago. My picks listed
first, the Vegas odds next and my
bet pick last.
DALLAS 34 MINNESOTA 24: I
don't think the Vikes victory over
Green Bay will lift them. The
Cowboys are not playing up to
expectations but should have little
trouble with Minny. 'Pokes by 7,
bet it.
BUFFALO 21 -CLEVELAND
20: The Browns are ready for their
usual big choke, and Joe Ferguson
should have a field day against the
Cleveland secondary. Br.owns by 6,
bet the Bills.
WASHINGTON 27 SAN
FRANCISCO 20: The Skin have
just come off a tough three game
road trip, and will find the friendly
confines of home much better, but
still will get a good game out of the
49ers. Washington by II, bel SF.
NEW YORK JETS 24 - NEW
ENGLAND 21: The Pat will be flat
after last week's big win, and the
Jets are a Jot better than people
think. NE by 9, by NY.
PHILADELPHIA 99 ST.
LOUIS 0: The high scoring Eagles
are due to break one big, while the
Cards will try to just break once
into the end zone. Eagles by II, bet
it.
PITTSBURGH 24 - KANSAS
CITY 17: Tl1e Chiefs are tough on
the road, but the Steclers won't let
this one get by them. Pitt by 14, bet
KC.
HOUSTON 23- CINCINNATI
I 0: The Bengals have had Kenny
Anderson back for four games, but
have only scored one TD in that
time. They are due to break loose,
as their defense is playing strong,
but the Oilers are bidding for the
playoffs. Houston by 7, bet it.
TAMPA BAY 19 GREEN
BAY 17: If I pick the 'Pack to win
they loose, but when I pick them to
loos.e they win. In any case the Bucs
should catch them asleep early and
put enough points on the
scoreboard to hold off a late Packer
surge. GB by 5, be TB.
NEW ORLEANS 27 - NEW
YORK GIANTS 23: The Saints are
rejuvenated, and are at home. I
think last week was the Giants
peak, NO by I, bet it.
CHICAGO 24- DETROIT 21:
The Bears have to break out soon,
but the Lions will give them
trouble. Chicag by 5, bet Detroit.
MIAMI 27- BALTIMORE 17:
Jones may paly and that could
mean a Colt upset, but I doubt it.
Dolphins by 12 be Baltimore.
SEATTLE 27 - DENVER 21:
The Seahawks hurt the Broncos as
much this week as they helped them
last week. Denver is not what they
used to be. Branco by 3, bet the
Seahawks.
OAKLAND 21 - SAN DIEGO
20: The Cargers are out for
revenge, a.nd the Raiders have been
playing poorly. But at Oakland the
Raiders get the nod. Oak by 7, bet
SD.
ATLANTA
20
LOS
ANGELES 17: Now that the
Falco11s have !eart1ed how to score
with their offense, as well as
defense, they arc ready to go after
the playoffs. LA by 7, bet it.
Best !let: with my pick of Val
Ervin for Student Senate, last week,
it looks like 1 may finally hit a best
beL This week hoping not to jinx
anybody, !'It lake the NY Jets.
Last Week: 6-8, Total66-46.

lh AKDREW CARDONA
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Mexico Ur1iYersity in three straight matches, 15-5, 15-8, 15-7, Tuesdl\)'
night.
UNM volleyball coach Cathy Lies said she was pleased with the squad's
performance.
"Everyone on the team played," the UNM coach said. ''Most of the
substitutes gair1ed some valuable experience working lJOder competitive

pressure."
Individually, Barbara Baca had a good night against the Greyhounds,
Lies said. Baca had an impressive 75 per cem kill ratio for poil1ts scored or
side out.
''We were confident before the game that we would beat Eastern,'' Baca
said. "Coach Lies was concerned that we would be too over-confident."
"We didn't expect to lose," said Sheilha Cockerham, ENMU assistant
coach. "We just couldn't put our game plan together."
Cockerham said that Lucy Malczewski was the outstanding player for
ENMU, leading the Greyhounds in hits.
Baca, a West Mesa graduate, said she played in the same high school
district with Malczewski and rates her as an excellent player.
This weekend the UNM squad will travel to Colorado and Wyoming for
a four-game conference series. They will have single mathces against the
University of Northern Colorado and Colorado State University of
Wyoming.
.
"These four games are a must if we want to go to the regional tournament next month," Lies said.
She said the UNM spikers will have to win their remaining seven conference games to win the sixth qualifing spot in the regional tournament.
•' I feel confident that we can win the remaining games.'' she said.
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Injuries Mount
All across the Western Athletk Conference, team doctors and train~rs
are busy earning their pay.
The strain or being pounded upon by l'ellow WAC athletes lul.s begun to
take its .toll on some of the leaugue's top personnel, indlrding such names
as Myron Hardman, Max Hudspeth and Bubba Garka.
Wyoming's bruising tailback Hardeman underwent surgery for a ltnn
ligament last weekend and has been lost fort he Cowboys.
Lobo Max Hudspeth suffered an injury to his ribs while teammate
Roark Shirley was lost for the season eadier !his year.
Texas El Paso's reliable receiver Garica sufl'cred an eye injury last week
and may not play against UNM. Before his injury, he was the WAC\
second-leading receiver.
Utah's freshamn Del "Popcorn" Rogcr·s was leading the WAC in
rushing during his first couple of games, before he fell to an injury.
Other WAC players who have been battered out of action include San
Diego State's top defensive man Scott Carter and their leading rusher Mike
1-1 ill, but botl1 are expected to return by the time UNM plays the Aztecs.
Both Colorado State quarterhacks, Steve Fairchild and Keith Lee, have
seen some games from the bench position because of injuries.

---
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1979 oraduates computer SciencelEE's

Introducing

career
-a 3-step introduction
to career opportunities
with NCR in
Wichita.
step one:
Phone NCR at (316) 687-6192, collect, for a briefing
on career opportunities at NCR/Wichita.

Step TwO:
Tell us about yourself. About your strengths; career
goals -short range and long-term. Chances are good
we'll invite you to a Career Weekend ...
an all-expenses-paid, in-depth look at NCR's
fast-paced Wichita operations.

step Three:
· A 2-day, red carpet tour of our showcase facilities,
and,a serfes of "one-on-one'' briefings by our top
technical managers. Areas to be covered include:
"Opportunities for Total Systems Involvement'';
"The Market tor Business Computer Systems, and
what this has to do with career choices"; latest
advances in Distributed Dale Processing, direct
migration, hardware compilers, LSI/VLSI technology,
and more.
You will al$o have a preview of our accredited,
ln·House Master's Program in Computer Science.
You'll enjoy a balanced look at life In stress-free
Wichila and surroundlr1g countryside. In short, by
Sunday night bolh you and NCR will know if "the
circuits are right."

Call us foday. Or, i.f you prefer, Write
promptly to: Mr. Jerry Long, Manager,
Professional Recruitment, NCR
Corporation, Engineering and
Manufacturing, 3718 North Rock Road,
Wichita, l<S 67226.

Complete Computer Systems
An Equal Opportunity Employer

:
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The Aries Tradition
By .JOE WESBROOK
Dian Sorel is an Aries. That fact
itself means nothing. But
considered in tile light that Bessie
by
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concert is a scholarship benctlt for
journalism students.
Sorel is no stranger to New
Mexico. Last year she had a weeklong engagement at the Casablanca
Club in Santa Fe, and appeared at
the Madrid Jazz Festival. As a New
York City resident, she has appeared at such East Vi I! age jazz
ciL1bs as the Village Gate, Barbara's, and the Tin Palac.c.
Sorel describes herself as a jazz
vocalist
with
a
classical
background. The classical training
has given her voice a four octave
range. She told this reporter her
performance on Saturday would
include some scat vocal numbers,
also Ella Fitzgerald. (Fitzgerald is
almost another Aries - just one
day off.)

ARTS
Appearing as the backup band
for Dian Sorel will be the local
group, the L & L Jazz Band. L & L
appeared in the SUB Ballroom last
Friday and had the several hundred
students who were present clapping
and shouting for more. The five
man group has appeared at several
dubs in town, and should provide a
very competent backup sound for
Sorel's vocals, The members of the
L & L Jazz Band are Eric Udell,
bass; Chuck Coulter, trumpet and
percussion; Louis Hutchinson,
guitar; Demian DiSanti, guitar; and
Pedro A mal on drums.
There will be an admission
charge for Dian Sorel and the L & L
Jazz Band performance. Tickets for
the Saturday night show are
available at the SUB Box Office,

female singers.
Saturday night at 8 o'clock in the
SUB Ballroom, the Popular
Entertainment Committee, KZZX,
and Top Hat Productions will
present Dian Sorel in concert. The

or (:on I a<· t I .t·nst':"'
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Complete Keraxinta!l
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3) From 12 o'clock: Demian Disanti, Pedro Rmal, Eric Udell.
Chuck Coulter and Louis Hutchison the L & L Jazz Band.

Bro.ss Quintet Tonight
By TERRY DOUB.LE

ASUNM DUPLICFITINCi
CENTER
Located in SE earner af BASEMENT
RECREATION AREA in the SUB
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Noxt to Lobo ThMIOr

Smith, Billie Holiday, Sara
Vaughn, Diana Ross, and Aretha
Franklin are also Aries, we begin to
see the connection. She may be the
latest in that distinguished lineup of

Great Balls
Of Fire

The New Me.xico Brass Quintet
will perform its first concert of the
year this evening in Keller Hall at
8:15pm,
This fine ensemble includes three
UNM instructors and two graduate
students, all sporting excellent
musical credentials. Jeffrey Piper
shares trumpet duties with Karen

Sub•••it
Coneepti~ns SlV is now aeeeptiug subntissious of

art and literature.
All students, faeulty and staff of UNM aa•e invited
to eon trfbut.e.
For further information eall
2'1'1-S6S6 before noon.

·
.
.
Baccaro. Karl Hmterb1chler and
Herbert Winslow perform on
trombone and French horn
respectively. The group is ably
supported by Phillip Black ort tuba,
In all its programs the Quintet
shows an interest in new music.
Tonight's performance will include
two world premiers one, a
dodecaphonic (twelve-tone) peice
by contemporary Hungarian
composer Laszlo Dubrovay. The
second, "Children of the Dancing
Valley" by Michael Mauldin, is of
particular interest to New
Mexicans. It relates musically the
ancient legend of dancing children
in the Hondo Valley near Ruidoso.
A final progran note the
closing. composition of the evening,
"Four Swiss Folksongs by Elgar
Howarth," will feature soloist Phil
Black on the Cuckoo. Black tells us
he performs exclusively on Acme
Cuckoos.

By JOHN CHADWICK
Keith Emerson, Rick Wakeman
and Keith Jarrett, stand back.'
McCoy Tyner greets us with a new
album, "The Greeting."
With the flare on piano possessed
only by Tyner, the listener is taken
on a trip through time and space
then gently set down by the end of
side two.
The music was recorded live at
the Great American Music Hall in
San Francisco, Calif. The only
thing electric about the album was
the tape recorder and the
microphones. The music is natural
sounding and the playing is as tight
as is humanly possible.
All the tunes on the LP were
penned by. Tyner except for one "Naima" - which was written by
John Coltrane. "Naima" offers the
listener an opportunity to listen to
four minutes, forty-two seconds of
Tyner by himself.
A not-so-old Tyner tune crops up
on the album (for all you Tyner
fans), "Fly With The Wind." "Fly
With The Wind" is perhaps the
finest song on the record, though
all are so good it is hard to pick out
one as the best.
Joining Tyner for this album was
George Adams on flute, soprano
and tenor sax; Joe Ford, flute and
alto sax, and a guy named Sonship
(Woody Theus) on drums and bells.
Charles Fambrough contributres
the beat on bass while Guilherme
Franco plays an assortment of rare
instruments including a berimbau.
A berimbau is a fancy word for a
"jews harp," a small musical instrument placed in the mouth and
then plucked with the fingers,
producing a "twang" sound.
Sounds neat on the album.
Tyner is currently touring the
U.S. as a member of the Milestone
Jazz Stars. The other "jazz stars"
include Ron Carter on bass and
Sonny Rollins on tenor sax.

Engineering and
Computer Sci~nce Majors

DON'T MISS TALKING
TO THE HUGHES
RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.
Contact your placement office
for interview dates.
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In Siberia in 1908 there was a
mysterious explosion. It was not an
ordinary explosion. It flattened
trees over a 1,250 square mile area
and was followed by intense
radiation and a giant fire that wiped
out a herd of I ,500 reindeer. Since
the catastrophe occured in a
;,parsely populated area, there was
little scientific notice taken. Interest
in the explosion perked up when
similar phenomena were observed
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Were
the thrce disasters similar in origin?
Tonight at 8 p.m. in the Physics
Lecture Hall, Dr. Peter Noerd!inger, chairman of the department
of
Astronomy
and
Astrophysics at Michigan State
University, will present a talk on
"The Giant Tunguska, Siberia,
Explosion of 1908." Admiss.ion to
tonight's talk is free. The lecture
will be accompanied by sHdes of the
area oft he explosion.
There have been suggestions that
the explosion was caused by a giant
meteorite, ball lightning of
enormous size, a comet head, or
that a distant, highly advanced
civilization may have somehow set
off a mid-air nuclear explosion.
Tonight at 8 p.m., Dr. Noerdlinger
will attempt to shed more light on
the mysterious explosion.
The Physics Lecture Hall, an
underground structure located
between the Psychology Building
and Farris Engineering Center, will
presumably be safe should a similar
explosion occur tonight.

Arts Events
Thursday, Oct. 26
Film; "Testament of Orpheus," the
third film in Jean Cocteau's
Orpheus series, 7 and 9:15 p.m.,
SUB Theater. Admission charge.
Concert; The New Mexico Brass
Quintet, featuring UNM faculty
members Jeffrey Piper and Karen
Baccaro,
trumpets;
Herbert
Winslow, French Horn; Karl
Hinterbichler, trombone; and
Philip Black, tuba; 8:15 p.m.,
Keller Hall. Admission charge.
Friday, Oct. 17
Performance; UNM theater artsdance
department
presents
"Timespace," a dance concert, .8
p.m., Rodey Theater. Admission
charge.
Film; "Even Dwarves Started
Small," 7 and 9:15 p.m., SUB
Theater. Admission charge. New
German cinema from one of their
best, Werner Herzog.
Dance; PEC presents "Flipside,"
8:30 p.m., Subway Station.
Admission charge.
Saturday Oct. 28
Recital; Mikkel Kelly, guitar
recital, 4 p.m., Keller Hall. Free.
Performance; "Timcspace," see
Friday.
Concert; PEC presents jazz vocalist
Dian Sorel with the L & L jazz
band, 8 p.m., SUB Ballroom
Admission charge.
Dance; see Friday.
Film; "Dr. Strangelovc, Or How I
Learned To Stop Worrying And
Love The Bomb,'' 7, 9: I 5, and
11:15 p.m., SUB Theater.
Admission charge. The wonderful
world of war as seen through
Stanley Kubrick's eyes.
Sunday, Oct. 29
Recital; Darrell Randall, Oboe
recital, 4 p.!Tl., Keller Hall.
Admission charge.

KUNm Todo_y
11:30 p.m.; "Options: Twentieth
Century Physics' •
5:30p.m.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR's "All Things
Considered' •
7 p.m.; "The Light That Jazz Lit"
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'Timespo.ce' Set
For Frida~ Open
By PI-;NELOPE WRONSKI
The UNM Theater Arts-Dance
Department
production
"Timespace" will open Friday
night, October 27, at 8 p.m., in
Rodey Theater.
"Timespace" is a combination of
ballet and modern dance with
varied choregraphic works. The
production is coordinated by dance
professor Jennifer Predock.
Lee
Connor
and
Lorn
MacDougal,
dance
faculty
members, will perform a duet of
modern dance with sensual intonations entitled "Fanfarinettc."
In place of music to accompany
"Fanfadnette," Connor will
provide a vocal background for the
dance. Said Connor, "lt is a little
fan fare, a lark, and an off-shoot of
East Indian rhythms."

ARTS

Jon
Cristofori,
the
choreographer of "Novelties," said
he has always been amused by
comedy and vaudeville. He has
combined the two with a ballet fo
the music or Chopin. "Novelitcs"
becomes a classical ballet with
humorous connotations, Cristofori
has attempted to use facial expressions and vaudeville gestures in
"Novelties" that reflect each
dancer's personality,
Lee Connor does a solo performance in "Gratitude," and is
the choreographer for "Creator."
In "Creator" Connor uses the
combination of deep breathing
rhythms, hand-slapping, and bodyrolling to correlate with the sudden
movement of such natural images
as birds, springs, and flowing
water.

LOVEPMOTO
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Weekend Book Fair
At Public Librar_y
The Third Annual New Mexico
Book Fair opens tonight at 6:30
p.m. at the Main Libaray, located
at Fifth and Copper N.W. The
Book Fair, partially funded by a
grant from the New Mexico Arts
Division and the National
Endowment for the Arts, will
feature exhibits and sales of new
books from New Mexico publishers
and city bookstores.
New books will not be the only
attraction of the Book Fair. There
will also be creative writing

workships, prose and poetry
readings by authors, children's
programs, and regional literature
conferences.
Sponsored by the Friends of the
Albuquerque Public Library and
the
Rio
Grande
Writers
Association, the Book Fair will also
be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday, October 27
and 28. A schedule of events at the
Book Fair is available from the
Albuquerque Public Library.
Admission to the Book Fair and all
related events is free.

Bond Dotes
Alfalfa's; 5001 Lomas N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.- I a.m., ECLIPSE.
Apollo; 93 I San Mateo N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 8:30 p.m.-close, L.B.
COTTONWOOD.
Big Valley Ranch Co.; 8904 Menaul N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1:30
a.m., DISCO.
Uird of Paradise; 521 I Gibson S.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
AMISTAD.
Caravan East; 7707 Central N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 8:30 p.m.-1 :30 a.m.,
JIM RICH.
Danbi's; 2900 Coors N.W., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-close, THE DAVE
SILVERMAN QUINTET.
Eliot's Nest; 2294 Wyoming N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.- I :30 a.m.,
DISCO.
The Establishment; 275 Montogomery Plaza, Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.1:30 a.m., OUT OF THE BLUE.
Friar's East; 1200 Wyoming N.E., Thursday night, 10:30 p.m.,
FRIAR'S GONG SHOW; Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.- I :30 a.m.TKO.
Friar's I'ub; 6825 Lomas N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
WIZARD OPERA.
Generation Gap; 7400 Lomas N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
DISCO.
Hello-Hello; Central at Washington S.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m,-1 :30
a.m., LICKETY SPLIT.
Hog's Breath Saloon' 4800 San Mateo N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.close, H. HOPPER.
Latin Quarter; 5402 Central S.W., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.~ I :30 a.m.,
MACHO POWER U.S.A.
Subway Station; In the SUB basement, Friday and Saturday, 8:30
p.m.-1:30 a.m., FLIPSIDE.

THURS.; OCT. 26 7:00 and 9:15
TESTAMENT OF ORPHEUS
JEAN COCTEAU
PABLO PICASO APPEARS IN
The Concluding Film of Cocteaus
FRI ..
EVEN DWARVES
STARTED SMALL
by
WERNER HERZOG
SAT.
GEORGE C. SCOTT
and
PETER SELLERS.
in
DR. STANGELOVE
ASUNM Student $1;00
Other $1.50

SUB Theatre

..;~

NOW APPEARING

~

OLE SCRATCH
LCNCHES served 10:30-:3:00 wccl<duys,
Frl, & Sat. tlll4:00 and Sun. 12:00-4:00
phone 881-8233 4800 Sar~ Mateo N.E.

across from All woods

AL- AM Copy CENTER
"HERE TO HELP YOU"

Our Xerox
9400 and 3400
Copiers are able to
il(g:
it'.lll•
get your copying
done quic,t<ly and
clearly. Most of our
jobs only take a few minutes. Very
large jobs can be
completed
in a
~~
matter o
. ! _hours.
: :~~.-~~~~
Bmdmg is
,~
~ ~
also available.
~
;.~/

--

~'•:w.r.U(}(~

The 1860 is able
to copy dOcuments as
wide as 36 inches,
while reducing them
as much as 45%.

XEROX 1sso

AI•Am Co~~
3600 CENTRAL S~
Hours M ·F: 8-6

Center

Volume Discounts

266-3600
Sat 9-3
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Co.ntinuing Education's Eloy
RomefCJ,,, said '~e satellite was
designed· ·according to BEF
guidelines, but'ihe board has yet to
acknowledge it as an off-campus
instructional programming center.
Consequently, Romero said, the
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Barry's Electronic
Repair
265·0335

FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM ID
We repair stereos, tv's, tapes, -and
alsO have elect}omc parts In S!ock,

TDDAY'S CIDSSWDRD PUZZLE
54 Nail
56 Contrived
1 Alop
59 Opposed:
5 ClubPrefix
9 Monastery
62 Deposit
VIP
64 Gate
14 Major65 Bridge ex15 Norse expert
plorer
67 Trap again
16 New Bruns- 70 Ascend
wick's
71 Breach
neighbor
12 German
17 Bakery item:
river
2 words
73 Hit
19 Gazes
74 Send forth
20 Eur. capital 75 Maroons
21 Young 'un
DOWN
23 Flea or fly
24 Bridge
1 Conform
27 Asian prin2 Not up
cess
29 Fires
3 Notion
31 Mail again
4 Burnish
35 Dunce
5 Fix
37 Dog: Slang
6 Money of old
39 Numerical
7 Dish theprefix
8 Player
40 Willing: Ar9 I love: Latin
chaic
10 Wind instru42 Whip
ments
44 Cease
11 Choler
45 Audibly
12 Aces
47 Tree genus 13 Inspection
49 Retains
18 Hinder le50- property
gally
52 Harangue
22 Pitch

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
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T 5
ASSERT
MEN
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ELOGE.ONlrio
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S 0 WE 0

T R AM
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25 Appearance 48 Grottoes

26 Jackets
28 Fiber knot
30 Boy32Go--:Be an
actor
33 Portico
34 Bugle call
35 Distant
36 January
White38 Muggy
41 Craziest
43 Weight allowance
46 U.S. patriotic gp.

51 Body part
53 Meal
55 Cleanse
57 Blundered
58 Cleaners

and59 Turkish officers
60 Average
61 Music
combo
63 Yankees or
Canadiens
66 Born: Fr.
68 Finial orna·
men!
69 Seine

New Mexicans, who have long
been comfortable with their state's
vastness and low population
density, are given to grumbling
about the prospects of being
overrun with newcomers from the
Midwest and East.
But whether the stare is ready for
it or not, the migration of people to
New Mexico from colder climates
and more heavily populated urban
areas is a reality.
Many of the new sunbelt
migrants are retired, looking for a
nice climate to relax in or, as in the
case of Hy and Joan Rosner of New
York City, are looking for ways to
apply their experience and talent.
The Rosners are teaching an
environmental education course at
UNM this semester based on a book
they wrote for the Albuquerque
Planning Department and the
Albuquerque Public Schools.
The book, "Albuquerque's
Environmental Story," is a guide to
help Albuquerque teachers infuse
knowledge about the city's human
and physical environments into
their regular curricula. The UNM
course and the book are a reflection
of the immeiliate interest the

rosners took in trying to preserve
the natural environment in New
Mexico.
Before coming to New Mexico,
Hy was administrator of the New
York Department of Social Services
Center in the borough of Queens
m1d he was chairman of the Queens
public school board.
Joan, an environmental educator

CHI .. FUR/\iE 1-IAI LOWI!EN lN style. cdstume
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and consultant, was coordinator of
environmental education and
science for a New York School
district.
"In New York, we had a broad
range
of
community
in·
volvements," Hy said, "such as
mental health, education, and
planning. We left all that behind us
and we wondered if we would just

UNM female students receive over 50 per cent of all financial aid
awarded this year.
Soon-to-leave Financial Aids Director Charles Sheehan said the percentage has been close to 50 per cent for the last few years, but this year
pushed the mark over 50 per cent.
"When we award aid we don't pay attention to gender," said Sheehan,
"but it always seems to work out this way (about 50 per cent).
He cr~Jit" the ~light gain ia percentage to murc women .tpplying f<J• all!.
"We're just seeing more of them (women) and we try very hard to work
out something for anyone who needs aid."
UNM's Program Coordinator for Non-traditonat Students Pat Luna,
past assistant coordinator for the Women's Center, said the Center always
encouraged women with financial need to seek help, and this may have
spurred the increase in women receiving aid,
"We helped them learn how to ask the right questions," she said. "If
they didn't get one grant, we encouraged them to keep trying for another."

. _,
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Citizens' groups form

association against mining
By BILL ROBERTSON
Representatives of eight citizens'
groups announced Thursday the
formation of the Rio Grande
Protective Association to oppose
possible uranium mining between
Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
At an airport press conference

members of the Santo Domingo
Pueblo, La Cienaga Association,
Concerned Citizens of Cerrillos,
Southwest Research and Information
• Center,
Sandoval
Environmental Action Community,
Rio Grande Chapter of the Sierra
Club, Santa Fe Federation and
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troductmy courses m Fn!lli,IJ,
nHllhcmatics, history, psychology,
chemistry, sp(:ech communkntion,
economics, sociology and ~panish.
Vocational courscs-lyping. insurance, real estate and shorthand-are also being offered.
The continuing education office
is now preparing the schedule for
the spring semester, Romero said.
The satellite will offer 48-50
courses. In addition to the introductory courses offered in the
fall, follow-up courses will be
added, he said. Entry /eJ•e/ courses
such as English 1OJ will be offered
as well as English I 02, the next level
course.
Romero said the satellite
program is still a "developmental
effort."

Females receive
most financial aid

progrc . . ~. Boob, record~. & ~t_orcwidc_ bnrl(nin~!1ll01
$!.()(') nffto stml'cnl~ ·with I.D. 24j-4614.

;emester b higher than anticipated
and they expect an even larger
increase in enrollment for t11e
spring. This semester, the center
generated 1,000 student credit
hours. Next semester, Romero said,
he expects an increase to 2,000
student credit hours.
"We expect the number of credit
hours to grow substantially for
about two years until it stabilizes,"
Romero said. He said the
enrollment will stabilize when
people in the area become aware or
the center's curriculum and services.
The Belen satellite opened Aug,
21 and offers a curriculum based on
core classes from the UNM main
campus.
The core classes include in·

Book out soon

11110
~ale

money situation for the Belen
satellite is at least ten1Porarily in the
air.
"We know we'll have a light
budget, •' he said.
Romero said the center is "doing
great.' • Enrollment for the fall
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Easterners teach class
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DOl)Gl' POLAR/\

By DEBBIE LEVY
The board of Educational
Financ;e is scheduled to decide
today whether U NM' s Belen
an
off-campus
sa.tellite
is
educational <;enter and should be
financed as such.
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On both Friday & Saturday nights
special magical
apperu:ance on Friday with
Michael Anthony and the Lovely Leslie

10/30

.t'\ n•usqnerutle dunee eotdest
on Saturday night
860.00 will be awarded to
the best costumed dancers
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Ernest Lovato, for the Santa Dot(lingo tribe: Our way has
always been total opposition to the mining companies.

Friends of the Earth joined forces
against Union Carbide Corporation
and Lone Star Mining Company,
whO are testing the Rio Grande
Valley for uranium mining and
milling feasibility.
The coalition cited poten~ial air
and water contamination, uranium
transportation hazards and the
"legacy of radioactive waste" after
uranium mining as reasons for their
opposition.
Union Carbide has been ex·
ploring uranium mineralization
deposits on approximately 4000
acres of public and private lands
near Placitas for the past tour
years. A Spokesman for the cor·
poration said 1985 is the earliest
anticipated date for actual mining
operations.
The Lone Star Mining Company
has also been exploring for possible
uranium mining sites near La
Cienaga, a small community close
to Santa Fe.
'"'We are shocked that the State
of New Mexico allows us to be
exposed to high levels of
radiation," said a coalition
statement, "and that the Lone Star
Mining Company and Union
Carbide place a higher value on
their profits than on our health and
safety.
"These new developme11ts may
be the first steps in uranium mining
and miliing in1be entire middle Rio
Grande Valiey .•. the most populous
area in the state,''
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Fall comes,
leaves fall

Campus trees will soon be
bare now that fall is upon
us, as Juan Silva, a UNM
Physical Plant worker,
demonstrates.

Computer finds niche
By DONNA BINNEWEG
The UNM Career Services has a computer that may just help student,
faculty and staff find their niche in life.
Whether you're looking for a specific occupation or want to find the job
that fits your specific interests and qualifications, the computer may have
the answer.
Besides job information, the computer has five other files containing
information on graduate, four"year and tWo"year schools, financial aid,
and armed services occupations.
The computer contains a wealth of occupation and education information, from the general to the sped fie.
The manual which accompanies the terminal lists numerous job
descriptions and personal traits and qualifications. More specifically, you
can select desired annual salaries, geographical location and what size town
you want to iive in.
If you have a specific job in mind, just enter the occupation number
listed in the manual and the computer will list the description, personal
characteristics required for the job and where to obtain further information.
The computer will also match a desired major of study with the appropriate school, giving tuition, financial aid available, and other pertinent
information.
.
"The computer is purely for information purposes. No job matchirtg is
done with specific companies," said Ti11a Ludutsky-Taylor, an advisor at
the Career Services Center.
The service is free and together with testing, counseling, and the 'career
services library, they may all help ease the question of what to do once out
of schooL
Computer, how about a job ill the Southwest that pays $15,000 annually
and requires no work1
", .• OOES NOT COMPUtE. , . "
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